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Our Grade 7’s are halfway through 

their last year at                            

primary school! We caught up on 

some of their hopes, wishes and 

dreams for the future. Also, their 

fears and  finally some wise 

words on mottos to live by.    

 

 * For a woman president in South Africa    

* for rape, abuse and xenophobia to stop           * that my family would win the Lotto    

* that the world would be a better 

place   * for my country Nigeria, to 

be beautiful like South Africa    

* to help my parents and live 

life    

* to be loved by my classmates 

 to live a good, 

happy life – 

but not a 

perfect one  

 that my whole 

family would 

never die     
 for South Africa to prosper 

 make my parents proud                          

Hopes, wishes and dreams 



Occupational Aspirations—singer* soccer player *aircraft controller * accountant  

* advocate* cardiologist *scientist *business woman and man             

*taxi driver *pilot * pediatrician 
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The past is the past and the future has yet to 

come. The present is today so spend it wisely. 

A room without books is like a body without a soul. 

High achievement takes place in the framework of 

high expectation. 

Always be prepared 

Thank you Grade7’s for sharing your hopes and fears for the future.         

As you grow in years and mature in thought, the world will expand for 

you. We wish for you all that is good and happy as you soon proceed on to        

secondary school. 

Seeing people die and families falling apart *dying before pursuing my dreams* failing at 

school* loosing my family* not achieving anything* falling pregnant while still a xenophobia, 

disrespect to other cultures and religions; war *drug addiction *the mysteries of life that we 

do not understand *being chased by a dog that doesn’t know the meaningof “voetsek”! 

FEARS 


